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About This Game

Battle through Zombie Apocalypse horror! Which is better - shotgun, pistol or AK-47? Blast their rotten, infected brains out and
choose your favorite! Scavenge weapons and armor to pimp out your souped up zombie slaying car - then plow down the man-

eating hordes to Escape the Undead City, and try not to get your guts torn out!!!

• 36 levels of zombie horror!
• Blast their infected brains out!
• Scavenge weapons and armor!

• Pimp out your zombie car!
• Plow down the undead hordes!

• Try not to get your guts torn out!
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zombie apocalypse escape the undead city. zombie apocalypse escape the undead city

Mate bought me this garbage game and we had a lot of fun for a dollar and a half. 10/10 would auto click again.. it's♥♥♥♥♥♥.
Every zombiegame is a good game.
Never played a clicking zombie game yet, never knew it could be that hard to survive

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ene3uC1eJTY. The video in the store page is already showing everything this game has to
offer
as you can see only 2 thing
shooting non animated zombies
picking up stuff. Stopped working suddenly. Piece of s***. Why all the neggy reviews??
I can kill zombies with shovel & solve hidden object puzzles at same time!

10/10 =). omg.....what a game, stuck at finding bullets. A hidden object (horror action) game that should have stayed hidden in
the App Store and Google Play... At least, the visuals and the audio show more effort than any Digital Homicide or BMC
Studio's title...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lor34ZGzVUg

Rating :
1.5 / 10. A hidden object (horror action) game that should have stayed hidden in the App Store and Google Play... At least, the
visuals and the audio show more effort than any Digital Homicide or BMC Studio's title...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lor34ZGzVUg

Rating :
1.5 / 10
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Do not buy this game no matter the cause, if you want a game that is cheap and good this is not the game. You would be better
of buy getting a free game, the only thing I could recomend this game for is to raise your steam game count.

Terrible game should not buy. Do not buy this game no matter the cause, if you want a game that is cheap and good this is not
the game. You would be better of buy getting a free game, the only thing I could recomend this game for is to raise your steam
game count.

Terrible game should not buy. https://youtu.be/Vvz2Re2D_oo

Combining a hidden object game with a zombie shooter may not be the worst idea out there, however in this case the
implementation squanders any potential the idea may have created.

The hidden object elements are undead simple with only a handful of objects to fine most are completed in less than a minute.
The 'Zombie Attack' interludes are a painful clickfest that requires no skill and a lot of luck to avoid getting stuck in a death
loop to make progress.. Just like most Reviewers they wished they had a "Meh" Button, and so do I. This game wasnt
complete♥♥♥♥♥♥but it's pretty meh.

Seriously, This game is complete mediocre and who would want to waste their money on this? People like me who want to
waste their money on garbage games and review them for you lovely people.

Pros:

- It's $1.09 so it's reasonable for the price to where it should be. So you arn't wasting too much money. (Unlike Masked Shooters
2 with their stupid over $5.00 price)

- The one guy is carrying a M4 Carbine, I approve. (Don't judge me >:C)

Cons:

-It's a point and click game, Those arn't very fun to me.

- The hitboxes are just awful.. Sometimes it's hard to click the zombie's head on the side of the screen without a miss. And if
you're lucky. He wont be close enough to eat you alive to only then make you scream in rage and make you rage quit. It also
dosent help when you have the game on Windowed Mode and you accidently tab out, making it much worst for you to click
back and worry about your characters not being overrun.

- It's one of those kind of games where if you can't see♥♥♥♥♥♥in the dark, you're gonna have a hard time looking for that
specific item, And hitting the hint button clearly shows where that one spot is if you dont have the brightness on high, and you
cant even adjust your brightness, Thanks game for making me regret I don't have nightvision on

- The music is eh... I didn't really expect much for this game to have decent music. It's just regular music you hear in Facebook
games with the exact same setting as this. So it's nothing new

- What the hell is with the "W" being rotated side ways? that looks really weird and there's too much of it.

- You only go so far only to then get stuck at the one part where you have to find Ammo and there's this one ammo that you
can't even grab even tho the hint shows you completly where it is. to the point where you just leave cause of how terrible they
program this game.

- The zombies going up in your face in the main menu kind of scares me, Maybe cause of how creepy that is to have random
zombies up in your face while you're trying to hit play. Makes my skin crawl just looking at it

- The animations.. oh dear lord... They cant animate for♥♥♥♥♥♥

- You know what's great about most games? The fact it has stories in them. This game has NO story whatsoever, Yeah. You're
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escaping the Apocalypse, And grabbing gears and driving and shooting, praying to god you will survive. That's pretty much what
you do. But it isnt REALLY a story. It feels more like an objective. Though I shoudln't really complain, This is like a Facebook
game.. Most Facebook games dont.

But again, This game isnt the worst of them all, It's still bad. But when it comes to seeing how many problems there are with the
game, you can easily list alot of the problems.. I'm here to reap the karma.. pros
- $.49
- additctive fast paced intense game play
- pimp out a hyundai

cons
- Point and click game
- repetitive
- $.49

prons
- unlimited ammo / unlimited ammo?
- Best one we played so far

#TrashORTreasure

. I tried to pick up the ammo but no worky worky :(((((

Still a 9/10092
It was very cool, thank you Kanye!
Much kawaii
何それ
このガムはMinecraft! >_<
OwO. Very intensed game
If you don't mind violent shooter games, you might like this game

Zombies and blood everywhere!
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